
Beavertronics 5970 presents 
SOLIDWORKS CAD



My name is Ian
My role on the team is CAD Lead!

Hello!
Freshie me in the shop



“

I do not want to waste any time. And if you are not 
working on important things, you are wasting 

time.
-Dean Kamen



What will be covered

CAD Basics

◇ How CAD works        
◇ Extrusions and Rotations                                  
◇ Patterns and Mirrors

CAD Design Process

◇ Team Communication
◇ Drivetrain CAD

◇ Sketches
◇ Assemblies

◇ Design Sketching
◇ Sheet Metal



CAD Basics
The foundation to learn all the other stuff!
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How CAD Works

◇ Controls:
● Pan, Rotate, Zoom



Sketches

◇ What most CAD features are made of
◇ Sketches are basically shapes on 2D planes
◇ There are multiple shapes that you can draw 

with on planes



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yVxaoqpKwkkpZ1f8PpHdvRFUg5jVFHnI/preview


Extrusions and Rotations

◇ These features made sketches 3D

◇ Extrusions need a closed sketch and an 
extrusion measurement 

◇ Rotation needs an axis of rotation and a sketch



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1FPGJTkJJwDYf9F8ruXVCbhN4W3BncuFA/preview


Patterns and Mirrors

◇ Patterns let you copy selected entities a certain 
amount of times along an axis or a line

◇ Mirrors let you reflect selected entities across 
an axis or line

◇ Useful for quickly creating hole patterns or 
symmetrical shapes



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Y4MVq_znYoPbsFYbfUREAiL8qGHExkhz/preview


Assemblies

◇ Assemblies are made of multiple parts or 
subassemblies

◇ The parts interact with each other through 
“mates”

◇ There are many different types of mates such 
as coincident, concentric, tangent, and more!



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LKFKo_85lTL24A3Vls23R8cllZGlQQXf/preview


The CAD Design Process
How our team designs a robot!

- Team Communication
- Design Sketching
- Drivetrain Assembling
- Sheet Metal Parts
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GrabCAD and File Management

◇ GrabCAD is a collaboration tool for the CAD 
team, which lets you upload files to a master 
CAD folder

◇ Make sure to update correctly to make sure 
nothing gets overwritten

◇ File System (screenshot on the right)
◇ Nomenclature: 5970-19-0105-P-V2-(Name)



Design Sketching

◇ To CAD a robot, don’t immediately go into 3D
◇ Plan dimensions before you go into more 

detail! 
◇ Constraining sketches are really helpful in this 

scenario
◇ Here are some examples of design sketches...



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1W7lmt6I9db87xsTHN3GssZZRXoXdFy8l/preview




Drivetrain Application

◇ A basic drivetrain consists of a few 
components
● Front, back, left, and right rails
● Bellypan
● Bumper Mounts

◇ These can vary in many different ways



Drivetrain Sketching

◇ Before diving right into 3D, we need to plan the 
drivetrain!

◇ We can do this through top-view and 
side-view sketches.



Drivetrain Side Sketching

◇ Main things to consider
● Wheel Distance
● Gearbox Placement
● Where to put extra structural components





Sheet Metal Parts

◇ The sheet metal tool is critical for sending off 
parts to sponsors!

◇ Can be used to create very custom parts



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1qPZdBcLJ5K8dAzl0KnqYeJCrzmsq9ejh/preview


Any questions ?

For further learning...

⃟ FRC#1114 Simbotics Tutorials: 
https://bit.ly/2GXTVQX

⃟ 5970 CAD Manual (basics): 
https://bit.ly/2GUdsBM

Thanks!

https://bit.ly/2GXTVQX
https://bit.ly/2GUdsBM

